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**Topic Description**

30M

Demonstration of RBAC in EMCO GUI and additional UI/UX changes proposed.

**Topic Overview**

We will show the implementation of Role Based Access control in EMCO GUI. Currently it supports ADMIN and TENANT roles. Once the user logs in based on the role, different views are presented to the user. The Admin is like a super user with all the privileges. The Admin has the capability to add users (with tenant role) and assign them to a project.

When a tenant user is logged in, the user will be redirected to the project view to which a tenant belongs to. Currently one tenant can be the owner of only one user. RBAC in UI is translated to EMCO with the help of logical clouds. When a tenant or admin creates a logical cloud, we pass the user’s email ID as the user for that particular logical cloud.

*Note: Speakers will NOT be available on Thursday, June 16.*

**Slides & Recording**

- **YouTube**
  Please indicate your session type in the blank space below and then remove this Info field.
  - Demo

  LFN Staff may elect to publish some videos to YouTube. Please indicate here if you do not want your session to be published to YouTube.

The slides are [here](#).

The session recording is [here](#).
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